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We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change
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now



What use to be science fiction is now becoming reality





3D printingDNA sequencing Drones

$10 million 
(2007) 

$1k (2014) 

10,000% drop in 
cost in 7 years

$40k (2007) 

$100 (2014) 

400% drop in 
cost in 7 years

$100k (2007) 

$700 (2013) 

142% drop in 
cost in 6 years

Silicon chips

$150 per 1k 
transistors (1971) 

$0.003 (2015) 

33 million times drop in 
cost (225) in 50 years

$500k (2008) 

$22k (2013) 

23% drop in cost 
in  5 years

Industrial robots

3D

Exponentially bigger, faster, better - at much lower cost



Intelligence



Cognitive Computing - Predictive Analytics - Business ‘Super Intelligence’



Abundance is certain: first media, content, travel - then 
financial services, banking, transportation, energy…



Source: Peter Diamandis

Source: Peter Diamandis



Source: Peter Diamandis

Reaching abundance in many sectors of our society  
will result in a rethinking of the global economic logic

Source: Peter Diamandis



Digitization 

▪ Automation 

▪ Virtualization 

▪ Screenification 

▪ Anticipation 

▪ Augmentation 

▪ Optimization 

Robotisation

“ations” will change every enterprise in every sector, globally9



But within 5 years, the biggest ‘ation’ is going to be 

      

Humanisation



#ManMachine is the key topic for the foreseeable future





From the OS to Apps to Bots, IDAs and the Global Brain

http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/29/forget-apps-now-the-bots-take-over/



Pepper: technology to substitute for human interactions?



The ‘human upgrade’ aka ‘becoming as God’ 



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology should stop outside of our brains (imho)

Image: Minority Report The Movie



The growing challenge of exponential technological gains:  
Magic is great. Manic is a problem. Toxic…kills.



Technology that greatly reduces how we experience others

… and messes with the brains of our kids ?



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek 
*inspired by Heidegger’s ‘the question concerning technology’, 1954



Reductionism is not a good foundation for business



… and neither is jerk-tech



(Semi)-autonomous mobility based on Intelligent Assistance (IA)



New ways to see / experience things



The total reinvention of what 
we used to call advertising



Maker
3D printing & distributed manufacturing

Machine
AI & robot workstreams

The dawn of 5 new economies

People + planet + profit

CircularOn-demand & sharing
Own less – access more

Experience
Lifetime memories – not just purchases



Source: http://www.nebula7.com/value/V-CHP1.HTM

Technology

Humanity Organization

Technology

Humanity Organization
(used to be) (will be)

The Future: interdependent, holistic, circular, networked ecosystems



Entering the age of digital ethics

*US only!!



Technology: we are moving from how to why



Technology has no ethics - but society depends on it

http://motherboard.vice.com/read/artificial-wombs-are-coming-and-the-controversys-already-here



Keeping IA/AI human (?) is essential: a global treaty is needed



‘Nothing vast enters the life of mortals without a curse’ Sophocles

Automation

Artificial 
Intelligence RoboticsIntelligent 

Systems

Autonomous 
Systems

Agents



90%
10%

With great power comes great responsibility



A new kind of arms race, fought with data, robots and artificial intelligence?









A huge shift in how we will apply ourselves…



http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/538401/who-will-own-the-robots/

Technology for humans not despite humans



http://mollymcleod.com/wallpapers/

Offline is the new luxury (and a good business)





Thanks for your attention!
www.futuristgerd.com to download these slides 

www.thefutureshow.tv  6 episodes 
www.techvshuman.com : my new film

http://www.futuristgerd.com
http://www.thefutureshow.tv
http://www.techvshuman.com

